
We empower you to 
be the best agent 
you can be.
By working smarter, not harder, you can earn more and  
have a better work life balance.



OUR BUSINESS MODEL 

The way real estate should be
We’re focused on making real estate the best it can be. We achieve this by investing in our people, and providing them with 
the best support as well as a state-of-the-art technology platform. 

Investing in People

Whilst many make this promise, we make 
sure we follow it through. At Upside you 
are surrounded by people and processes 
designed purely to drive your success.  
On top of this we provide you with a mentor 
who is incentivised to make you better, not 
compete with you for business.

           Stop fighting your principal for listings

Tech platform

Upside tech was built from the ground up 
to make you more efficient. We save you 
time by automating and streaming admin 
tasks and improve your conversion rate by 
optimising the way you interact with your 
clients and database.

               Cut your admin by 75%

Support and Service

An agent shouldn’t have to be an expert in 
copywriting, marketing, administration etc. to 
be successful. We have built an expert team 
behind you so you can drop the repetitive 
tasks and focus on what you are good at, 
listing and selling houses.

         Feel the weight of a team behind you

Marketing

Stop paying for your marketing and a team 
to manage it. Not only do we provide you 
with a stream of new leads, we also nurture 
your database and promote you within 
the community across Facebook, Google, 
Instagram and more. Did we mention it’s free?

           We take care of it for you

We take care of admin and marketing so you can take care of selling!

   Increase your conversion rate with automatically triggered reminders prioritised  
by the lead’s chance of listing

  Have your entire database and interaction history at your fingertips
  Our tech finds you additional leads and moves them seamlessly into your database
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CASE STUDIES 

Take a little peak at our superstars
We take the country’s best agents and layer our tech, marketing, mentoring and  
support on top to take them to the next level. 

Our top priority is making you a better agent.

Jake Johnson
Upside agent in Whittlesea

9
FOR SALE

Spring Results

7
SOLD

Spring Results

The support that agents receive at Upside is first class!

The support that agents receive at Upside is first class! All of the 
reporting, administration and marketing gets managed by our support 
team, giving me more time to list and sell. I also love the work-life balance 
that Upside offers. It’s so different to working at a traditional agency; I get 
to spend much more time with my family now.

Robert Talevski
Upside agent in Melbourne West

24
FOR SALE

First 3 months

17
SOLD

First 3 months

I love working at Upside

The business supports and drives me to learn more whilst simultaneously 
giving me the flexibility I need around my work schedule. The techology 
is phenomenal and the support dedicated to the agents allows me to 
spend more time assisting my clients in getting the best outcome. The 
culture of the company is fantastic and we’re all here to help each other 
achieve our goals.

Catherine Halloran
Upside agent in Canberra

21
FOR SALE

Spring Results

7
SOLD

Spring Results

Upside gives me a flexible working environment

As a single mother with 3 kids, I love that Upside gives me a flexible 
working environment that allows me to plan my work around family 
demands. The focus Upside puts on generating leads to compliment your 
usual prospecting is also a huge help in reducing income uncertainty.



UPSIDE MENTORS 

Meet our mentors
Our team of mentors have decades of experience in the real estate industry, and share the belief that agents shouldn’t be competing with their 
principal for listings. In fact, at Upside they don’t list or sell at all! Their main aim is to work with you to understand your career goals, and help  
you on the fast track to achieving them.

Get in touch today to experience 
the way real estate should be!

  careers@upside.com.au   1800 877 433   upside.com.au/careers

Josh Wygoda
Mentor in NSW

Cameron Scott
Mentor in NSW

Melissa Baker
Mentor in QLD

Marco Fiorucci
Mentor in VIC

Clint Payne
Mentor in VIC

Matthew Florance
Mentor in VIC




